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ing to-day; and many others are dead and have
been dead, some as far back as fifty yeara. From
Take these t h o u g h t s to consideration. I away back up to the present time, those who
thought of how those have been with ME for were.intelligent, those who told the truth, those
y~rs — some of them — some have been with who woul'd not follow ME in all things, who were
ME for years and years, being illiterate mental- led by their own minds because they knew betly, intellectually, and being ignorant psychologi- ter than GOD; because they knew just what was
cally, meta.physically, Biblically~ and even social- right and what was wrong, ~herefore they went
ly and otherwise, juat believing in GOD. Others ahead in their own minds and would not follow
who have been with ME were wise intellectual- GOD.
ly, socially and otherwise, from every angle.
"These are they wha follow the Lamb." At
They being wise and very understandable, others
times
HE may seemingly go down~ I sa.y; go
could understand them~ but they could not understand ME. They could not believe words or things down mentally, go down spiritually, go down
that I might say. But every one who did not and grammatically, intellectually and otherwise. Rewould not, they are all dead, maybe some twen- gardless to how I go, you better go with ME, for
ty, thirty, and some forty and fifty years ago, - "These are they who follow the Lamb whitherwhile others that were illiterate, ignorant~ and scever~ he goeth ; they are redeemed from among
did not have any better sense than to believe men." They would not abide by their versions,
ME and. be with ME and follaw ME if I go up their ideas and their opinions, and by what they
or down, in thoughts, in words, in deeds, and in told them, but they went by MINE. Therefore,
their ideas and opinions, they would follow ME they were apparently wrong and apparently
mentally and in every way expressible, following went down, but I raised them up again. "He that
~he Lamb whithe~rxoever He goeth~ they are liv- overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my
Following the Lamb

--

throne, even as I have overcome," said One,
"and sit with my Father in his throne."
So the Spirit is speaking, and that which has
been spoken is applicable to each and every one
of you if you will st~p and cansider the mystery;
express it and live it, and do as I told you by
following the Lamb whitherscever He goeth. t
thank you.
There are so many things I could say along
this line, for as with ME so with MINE, if I
choose to go up or down it is juat the same, for
GOD will make the perfection of things in evidence, wheresoever I AM. Therefore it does not
make any difference, though I follow MY own
Mind and MY own leading, I carry within MYSELF the Victory, up or down or whitherscever
I AM. That is the only hope of redemption of
the children of inen, that they might be redeemed from among men and be not defiled with
women, and inherit GOD'S Kingdom. I thank
you.

G ETTING SOMEWHERE O~FFICE TALK by FATHER DIVINE

Explaining the Signi#icanc~ of Being Married to GOD
TO SOME OF HIS SECftETAftIAL STAFF
IN HIS PRIVATE OFFICE
CIRCi.E MISSION CHURCH, HOME and
TRAINING 3CHOOL
of
— PENNSYLYANIA —
?64-772 BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1946 A.D.F.D.
TIME — 1:25 P.M.
That one and all might vision and discern the
Allneas of GOD and the nothingness of matter,
and recognize the Most High GOD, Personified
in the Nam~e af FATHER DIVINE, the greatest
power on earth, this beautiful and significant Office Talk is transcribed that you might be enlightened suflicient enough to follow in the path
of ftighteousness for HIS Name's Sake tha.t, you
as an heir and a joint heir, might receive grace
for grace. For when you know GOD aright, you
will be even as Paul, yau will count all else as
naught.

Thus, it is an honor and an honor rare, to be
counted and numbered with the blest that name
the Name of GOD, FATHEft D~VINE, and no
g~reater honor or bles$ing could one have than to
be just a child af the King. For it is written:
"The least in the Kingdom is greater than John
the Baptist."
FOft THY GftACE TO THE CHILDREN OF
MEN, ALMIGHTY GOD, WE HUMBLY
THANK THEE !

(The foregoing statements are those of the
transcriber, and the following is the Office Talk
with FATHEft spea,king as follows:)

Secretary : YOUR Spirit certainly gave a good
answer too.

Followers have said to ME at times, "I can't
seem to get .a.nywhere." Where is the,re to get
to when you get to GOD ? And that is that to
which I AM married — that which realizes ~OD
is the highest station in life that couW be attained, and that thought, if it was only that
thought. Now, if a different thought comes,
why then, I AM not married to a different
thought — I AM nat married to that thought!
So that is just the way those things go. She
said that "YOU a.re GOD !" And that is the
height of P e r f e c t i o n in the consideration
of those who consider it, therefore, there is
nothing else to come. There is no way for a person to think, "Well, if I could, I wish that I could
get somewhere." I have had so many to say, if
not to ME, "If I could only get somewhere. It
looks like I can't get anywhere!" Where do they
expect to get if they get to ME ? And like the
same that was said — a party said once, knowing the conviction of MY followers and yet one
supposedly the head secretary, the head stenographer and someone would tell them, "Why,
what you could do, you could come and be secretary to a lawyer, to a state senator, to µ Congressman," or something of that sort.

Another aecretary : Someone said yest~,*rday
and conveyed the thought so beautifully, that
YOU are ~ lifting up a different standard of
Society. But YOU are lifting up a different
standard that they must come up to.

Now what cauld be greater or bigger or better to those who know the. Truth concerning the
Mystery, if you are united with the Supreme
One? So that is a true thought. That is what was
said iR reference to getting somewhere.

FATHER: Sure?

GOD is Perfectivn
FATHER: Whatscever it i9, there is nothing
ehor:, of anything. If necessary acquirements
would be made, it is nothing from any angle of
expression. GOD is Perfection in MY consideration if not in others. That is a thought, you see,
that they say about a different kind of a standard ; but on any grounds, if you take it on any
standard, if it is the gold standard or silver
standard or any grounds, it makes no difference;
I say, if there is to be a standard, why, GOD is
equipped with all of the necessary equipment to
establish such an establishment if necessary for
any advancement of life or for any unfoldment
or demonstration of life. That is the Mystery !
They would try to lower your thought by saying that Perfection is demonstrated in the Kingdom. They will try to lower your standard by
dividing it or giving you some spiritual , right,
but they will say, "on the account of the spiritual side it is this," or "on account of the spiritual side it is the other." GOD is i'erfection apiritually, Physically and Materially, and from every angle of expression GOD ia Perfection and
N~ produces Perfection. The aupreme One e:-
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presses supremacy from every angle expressible as necessary to be expreesed. So that is the

Mystery !
Secretary : I had not considered it like that. It
is wonderful ! It is like people trying to divide
religion and science, but they can't be divided.
FATHER: How could they get away from it
if you know your GOD? When GOD moved out
upon the face of the water and spoke into existence certain existing or non-existing crea.tions
o~ things—of the things of the creatian, whether it was things of science and invention or discovery or what not, it was if it was controlled
by the Spirit. There~fore, the Spirit is the thing
of it, the Author and the Finisher. It is the Inspirator, the Inspirer of all Wisdom whether it
be science or invention or any other version of
the conscious thoughts of inen.
GOD is the Master
1`ruly might have I said :
"Behold I come quickly and my reward
is with me to reward every man according as his works may be."
If their works are scientific or if they are religious or if they are skillful or what not, it matters not. GOD is the Master of Omnipotency and
the Controller of the mathematicians' destiny,
the Author and the Finisher of both it and
them, and when it is necessary for GOD to put
forth into expression in HIS world in which HE
is known, any manner of expression of HIS
creation, since GOD is the Author and the Finisher, HE can do it as HE pleases ! So that is
the Mystery !
So when you realize the Allness of GOD and the
nothingness of matter, you will not allow your
confidence or your ~understanding to be shattered by the mortal versions of inen trying to split
your confidence or your understanding by deterioration and by low-ration. "Yes," they may say,
"you all got the spiritual, all right," or "You all
got it spiritually or inspirationally." We have
everything! We have everything that life demands. When you have the thing that gets the
.~,
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things, then you have everything in the making.
When the Spirit moved out upon the face of
the water — that is why I stress that point so
much, i~ is bringing into ~xistence everything
that is created. In other words, that was created ! Everything was made by HIM and not
anything that was rrrade was made without HIM.
Can you not see, that brings you right back to
that thought so you could stand independent to
every mortal version and especially every superstitious and critical one?
Nothing is Impossible _
Realize, it was as it is, the Spirit was the Author and the Finisher. GOD is the Creator of all
science. GOD is the Creator of all wisdom, all
knowledge and all understanding! Everything
imaginable. Then where cometh anything that
can be without HIM? And GOD saw it was good
and very good. The same Spirit is speaking ta
day. And when you know that, you can attain to
any place in life you may desire. It is nothing
impossible because since GOD, the Spirit of
which you are representing, is the Author and
the Finisher, it can, as it did in the beginn3ng of
the creation, move, as if in you and produce
whatsoever is necessary to be produced and

bring it to fruition as I produce it, since GOD is
the Author and the Finisher.
Mortality will try to take the things of life
away from you. Want to put you in some mythical realm on the psychic plane in your concept
and that merely suppositionally. "Well, you are
all right in the spirit, but ..." What are you going to "but" at? The Spirit is the thing t}iat
create~d every tangible substa.nce and expression
of life, from the beginning of the creation until
now! The Spirit is it that did it! So when you
get the Spirit, you have the key to the Mystery
of the Secrets of the Ages and even the mystery

to the Inspiration and the Prophecies and gredictions or sayings of the prophets, the seers and
the sages!

And you would never drop your head to the
thought of being impaired or the lack of perfec.
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tion to carry the necessary unfoldment of whatsoever it may be, because GOD IS the Author
of a11 things, Humanity is coming to it now,
since I AM releasing a few sketches of reflections of the split Atoms I AM crackin.g. Just
like you pick on a rock, ~ picking a millstone or
anything of that sort, you see reflections, sparks
flying from it; and when the atom has been
quickened within and it has been spit, the spangles and sparks of the reflection of the quickened and split atom go out in a different direction,
and you cannot limit the unfoldment of the mystery because it goes in so many different direc~
tiona.
An Illustration
I have seen many. people, in filing a saw or
something of that sort — you see the spa.rka flying in every direction according to the pressure
that is given by the filer.
Secretary : I never thought of it from that
angle. I have seen people act like they are praising YOU, but at the sam.e time they try to slip
in a little point of division.
FATHER: Sure! They want to minimize it
even though they may not be conscious of it.
They want to minimize the Omnipotence and
Omniscience of GOD a~d maximize mortality's
version. When you see the allness of GOD and
the nothingness of matter, you realiae that of
which you have seen of matter is only the shadow. Matters not what it may be, how great or
how mighty it may seem to be, matter and matter's or mortality's version ca.n be only deemed
or considered as the shadow of the R.eality.
Secretary : It is so wonderful, FATHEft ! It
gives us such freedom.
FATHER : It is true. No barriers or limitations ! No obstructions that cannot be overcome
by the recognition of t1i.e One who created all
things, as the obstructions are just the reflections of the opposing forces which are only
sketches and reflections of that which ma.y seem
to be in apposition, but it is brin.ging out in a
sketch, something that seems to be.
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